Year 1 Willaston Weekly Distance Learning Week 4
Daily Reading
Ensure your child reads everyday. Please access Oxford Owls for your books as they are similar to the Guided Reading books that we send home every week. https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/forhome/library-page?view=details&query=&type=book&age_group=&book=&book_type=Fiction&series=Read+Write+Inc. ** Watch or read the story The Pirates Next Door.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3LSJWKHoXDw Talk about the story together. Can you spot the rhyming words? Why do Tilda’s parents want her to
be friends with normal children? The pirates leave something nice for the people at the end. Can you think of other things the pirates could have left?
Could the people have responded to the pirates in a different way?

Phonics -

Writing Tasks - LET’S WRITE A RECOUNT
Over the coming weeks are going to focus on recount writing. Watch the
powerpoint with your grown up to learn a bit more about it. Remember those time
connectives we have been learning? They will come into good use here.
* go on a hunt around your garden. Find 5 things and tie a piece of string or
material round each one so it makes a long line of objects. Use time connectives
to match what you collected first, next, then, afterthat and finally. Can you now
write a report of your hunt? eg, First I found a pine cone by the tree. Next I
collected a leave by the window.
* Note down all the pirate words and sayings after reading the ‘Pirates Next
Door’ what do you think they mean? Can you create a Pirate dictionary?

please watch https://www.youtube.com/channel/

UCo7fbLgY2oA_cFCIg9GdxtQ
This is the Phonics channel on you tube and this is how I would teach
phonics in school Your child can watch this from 9am - 10:30 with the
different speed sounds lessons I would recommend set 2 and set 3
sounds. These videos only last 24 hours at a time so try and watch each
day!
Failing this I have attached powerpoint presentations to practice speed
sounds, learn a new sound, Red words, Green words and writing practice.
**Can you make the sounds we have learnt so far out of sticks or
leaves?
**write words with new sounds on paper. Put them on cushions or
chairs to make your own musical chairs! Turn on the music and get you
or your grown up to read a word for them to sit on.

Maths focus
I have attached 2 powerpoint for maths which should have enough learning opportunities for 4 days. This week we are focusing on weight
and mass. Key vocabulary to use with your child is shown in each powerpoint. Other weight and mass opportunities are:

* make your own mass balance scale. Use a coat hanger, string and objects to weigh. Tie the string around the ends of the coat hanger
and then tie different objects to the end. What did you notice?
* Create mystery bags or boxes. Can you see which bags weigh the most/ least? You can be the human balance scale or use your newly
created one. Can you then order the bags from lightest to heaviest. Then peak and see which objects were inside.

Pirate science

Pirate Fun!

It is said that pirates wore eyepatches as they had to move
between the top and bottom decks of a ship, from daylight to
darkness, to keep their eyes adapted to the dark when they
were outside.
* Design and make an eye patch
* Try walking from a bright hall way to darkened room with
and without an eye patch.
* Describe what you see both times. Did it make a
difference?

Design and label a pirate ship
Choose an animal. With each letter of the animal write something that you know
about pirates. Eg C A T - catches people, AHOY, treasure.
Hide some treasure and create a map or instructions for your grown up or sibling
on where to find it.
Make a pirate map wrap! yummy! https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/makes/
swashbuckle-pirate-map-wrap

Ongoing ideas to support your
year 1 child Make a diary of your day to day life at
home and draw a picture. (bring in
once school is open again.)
Handwriting practice - watch this
youtube video with a paper and pencil
to form letters correctly.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ePrSi2Vp0hM
Use phonics sound mats to practice
letter sounds.
Counting forwards and backwards
within 50.
Practice counting in 2s 5s 10s
Number formation - please see the
attached powerpoint to help form
numbers correctly.
Follow White Rose Maths on Facebook
- join Year 1 maths group. Each day
there will be activities posted to
facebook specifically for year 1.
Follow Oxford Owls on Facebook and
they post activities daily and their
website is free at the moment for
Ebooks - these are similar to the
phonics books sent home. Search
Read Write Inc E Books.

